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QUESTION 1

You are a Software Asset Management (SAM) consultant for Company.com. You are conducting a full SAM review and
program. You need to identify the product information that should be stored in the license inventory database to match
the scan with the purchase data. Which information should you identify? 

A. the program name and edition, the version, the publisher, the language, and the platform 

B. the purchased service pack and the patch state 

C. the program name, the publisher, the last four version numbers for the file, the last four version numbers for the
edition, the language, the file size, the file name, the file creation date, and the platform 

D. the purchased media form 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a Software Asset Management (SAM) consultant for Company.com. The company has a Select 5 License
agreement. The customer purchased Microsoft Office 2000 Professional but uses Office 97 Standard. You need to
explain to 

the customer why this downgrade is permitted. 

Which reason should you use? 

A. The Product Use Rights (PURs) of the Select 5 License agreement and the exception installation information give
customers the right to downgrade to older versions and to install components of a version in order to use an older
version or product. 

B. The downgrade is permitted by a special agreement between the customer and Microsoft. 

C. The End-User License Agreements (EULAs) of Office 2000 Professional give customers the right to downgrade to
previous versions and to install components of a version in order to use a minor version or product. 

D. Downgrades are permitted so that customers can always purchase new versions of Microsoft software and can
downgrade to previous versions of products. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a Software Asset Management (SAM) consultant for Company.com. The customer requests a full SAM review
and program, which includes the creation of a license inventory and software inventory for 700 desktops and 60 servers.
The company has several Select License agreements and Open License agreements, as well as hundreds of single
license agreements. All computers and servers are from well-known manufacturers and run Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) operating systems. The customer has collected all the licenses and agreements that could be
found. You suspect that some licenses are counterfeit. You need to ensure that there are no counterfeit licenses. What
should you do? 
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A. Assume that the suspected licenses are valid, and give your customer the benefit of the doubt. 

B. Report your customer to the Business Software Alliance (BSA). 

C. Protect your customer. Ask the customer to destroy the suspected licenses, because counterfeit licenses can be
dangerous to the company if they are discovered. 

D. Report the suspected licenses to the companys financial auditor. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a Software Asset Management (SAM) consultant for Company.com. You are conducting a software inventory
and audit. You need to include company servers in the inventory. You need to identify which types of computer are
exempt from the automatic scan, but should be included manually in the software inventory. Which types of computer
should you identify? 

A. servers that are used for dedicated line-of-business applications 

B. communication servers 

C. e-mail servers, terminal servers, and file servers 

D. network servers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a Software Asset Management (SAM) consultant for Company.com. Your customer wants to claim additional
license rights, such as secondary user rights. However, the customer cannot find the existing license documentation.
You 

need to advise the customer how to proceed. 

What should you tell the customer? 

A. There is no need for concern about additional license rights, because these rights are not the subject of this
investigation. 

B. Additional license rights are given rights and cannot be detained. Therefore, no additional documentation is needed. 

C. To claim additional license rights, you must first locate the existing license documentation. 

D. If additional license rights are not managed centrally and updated daily, then they do not meet the requirements of
Microsoft Select License agreements and Microsoft Open License agreements. 

Correct Answer: D 
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